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2020 Spring/Summer/Fall
Newsletter
Message from the President:
While we continue to practice social distancing and get used to the “new normal,” I hope everyone
was able to rest, recharge, and have some fun over the summer. The days have started getting shorter
and school is starting up as we move into Fall, even though most of our membership is still
experiencing the Summer heat.
Our society began the year as active as ever, with field trips to the Peace River for fossil hunting
and a return trip to the Lake Wales Ridge Sand Pits to search for fulgurites. Both of these trips
had great attendance, and a lot of fun. Summaries of these events are included below and more
photos are on our website (https://segs.org/photos/). On behalf of SEGS many thanks to Vice
President Jonathan Valentine and member Marc Hurst for planning and leading fantastic field trips!
The executive committee encourages you to upload your own photos from field trips onto the SEGS
Facebook Page.
In response to coronavirus, SEGS has been taking a break from social gatherings and field trips
(much like the rest of the world). I hope that as Fall moves into Winter, SEGS will be able to resume
going on field trips. There were some exciting trips planned for 2020. The executive committee has
decided to postpone and reschedule all of these field trips, rather than canceling them. More details
can be found on all of these future field trips will be on the website under Events!
(https://segs.org/events/)
The Officers are pleased to announce that we are extending the deadline for applications to our
student award until September 30, 2020! More details can be found below and on the website
under Student Grants. ( https://segs.org/student-grants/)
It has recently been announced that the annual GeoGulf meeting (formerly the AAPG/GCAGS
annual meeting) will be held virtually this year, in addition to in person in Lafayette, Louisiana
from September 30 to October 2. Please see the article below and visit www.geogulf.org for
more information.
As always, we ask that you please not consider SEGS as a “consumable” product. We are an allvolunteer organization, and nothing happens unless our membership collectively steps up to the
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plate and does their share. Field trips advance the geological knowledge of our members,
encourage research, provide field experiences for geology students, create networking
opportunities with others in our profession, and without exception create enjoyable social events
for members, family, and friends who attend. I would like to invite our members to consider
leading a field trip or submitting and article to the newsletter. If you want to run a fieldtrip, help
write the field guides, or submit an article or topic for the newsletter, please contact myself
(Jennifer Coor) or Vice-President Jonathan Valentine with ideas. SEGS extends a special thank
you to members Marc Hurst and Hans Zimmermann for submitting articles for inclusion in this
newsletter. The executive committee invites you all to consider running for office. It is truly an
invaluable experience.
I hope all of you will maximize your participation in SEGS events. If you want to be more
involved, all members of the executive committee will be happy to talk to you – please reach
out to us! And please, do not forget to pay your yearly dues. Field trips are restricted to paying
members.
Thanks for being a SEGS member, and please stay safe. I look forward to seeing you all again
at our next event.
Jennifer Coor
SEGS President

SEGS Welcomes New Junior Member Atlas!
Article written by Cortney Cameron, Treasurer

Amid all of the chaos of the first half of 2020, I had the joy of welcoming a little geologist into
the world in April. Thriving on a diet founded on the finest waters of the upper Floridan aquifer,
he has managed to more than double his birth weight in just three short months! Like any good
geologist, his curiosity is endless, and he does not hesitate to bring a mineral or rock to his mouth
to aid the worthy cause of identification (he's an expert in the Infant Classification System--a
binary tree of simply tasty or not, and unfortunately for me, most things seem to fall in the
former). Not a fan of the "black box," so far, his preferred response to abstract discussions of
modeling and data analysis seems to be sleep, which I'm not sure whether to credit to his
enthusiasm for the subject or to the physiological requirements of new life. Sleep! For some time
that simple act seemed to me more distant than the Cambrian and rarer than striking gold. But the
rewards -- oh, those wide-mouthed toothless smiles! -- have outweighed any cost by orders of
magnitude. In fact, caring for the little guy has impressed even further on me the meaningful
work we do as geologists, not only in understanding our world but oftentimes protecting it, for
ourselves and our posterity. I am also reminded of my fortune in having a career where I can
demonstrate to my son an important quality that I hope will grace all stages of his life -- having
fun! And to that end, of course, we eagerly await the chance for his first SEGS field trip!
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Photo: Cortney and Atlas (wearing a dinosaur onesie like any good geologist in training).

Update on Field Trips
In the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, SEGS and field trip leadership have made a decision to
postpone all upcoming trips until the DOH, CDC, and WHO no longer recommend social
distancing. SEGS leadership hopes that we will be able to resume holding field trips by 2021.
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This decision corresponds with CDC recommendations to limit group gatherings in order to
reduce viral transmission and protect vulnerable populations. The decision also considers that
extensive business closures could result in inadequate food and lodging availability for trip
attendees, as well as potential short-term loss of access to some sites.
SEGS’ main mission is to provide quality geology field trips to our members, so while we do not
take this decision lightly, the safety of our members and communities is paramount.
We remain hopeful that fall and winter will prove viable for one or more trips, and we will keep
members updated through our Facebook page, website, and newsletter.
Future Field Trips:
Geology and Geomorphology of Washington County, Florida (POSTPONED - AGAIN).
Cenozoic geology and karst geomorphology of this county in the central Florida panhandle.
Including the enigmatic, cairn-like boulders of Rock Hill Preserve, and the beautiful, 70-foot
high swallet waterfall at Falling Waters State Park. In cooperation with the Florida Nature
Conservancy.
Springs of Central Florida (POSTPONED). Kayaking through local springs and rivers,
discussing karst geology and geomorphology.
Chemours Mine (POSTPONED). Tour or the Chemours heavy mineral mine and processing
plant in Starke, FL.
Crystal River Quarry (POSTPONED). Trip to a sand and limestone quarry near Crystal River,
FL. Side trips will be made to the Crystal River Coal and Nuclear Power Plant and Crystal River
State Park.
Field Trip to the Peace River, November 23, 2019
Article written by Jonathan Valentine, P.G., Vice President

Last November over 25 members of SEGS travelled back in time on Florida’s Peace River.
The Peace River is a 106-mile-long meandering river that flows into Port Charlotte and along
much of the river’s length are Pleistocene and Miocene exposures rich with fossils. So rich in
fact that the Peace River was the first area commercially mined for phosphate gravel to be
used as fertilizers and many Mosaic phosphate mines are still located near the river. As we
launched from the Desoto Veterans Memorial Park, we discussed this history as well as what
we could expect to find on the trip. (SPOILER: We met those expectations). After we
launched, we headed downstream to the first gravel bar to begin sifting. This gravel bar was a
catch of river worn gravel and was loaded with fossil turtle vertebrae, fossil alligator scutes,
and an assortment of small shark teeth. We even found a modern Coyote jaw! Fossil turtle
shell and manatee ribs are some of the most common fossils to find on the Peace River due to
the preservation bias for bones that are already relatively stable. After a refreshing drink from
one of the glass bottles we dug up to recycle, we loaded up and began kayaking towards an
exposure of the Peace River Formation on a nearby bluff. There we discussed how these
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lenses of the PRF were deposited and some members were able to make their best finds of the
day. Right off the bat John Herbert found a very well-preserved Mammoth Vertebrae in
excellent shape. And shortly after the Mammoth vertebrae, an extinct bison tooth, Bison
antiquus and a juvenile Megalodon tooth were unearthed! This area of Florida was once a
nursery for young Megalodon sharks and juvenile teeth are a common find throughout the
river. After a couple more hours of fossil hunting no one was reveling kayaking back
upstream, but it was time to leave the river behind and take our memories of the past back
home.
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Photo 1: Canoeing along the Peace River. Photo 2: Sifting for fossils. Photo 3: Megalodon tooth found. Photo 4:
Mammoth vertebra found. Photo 5: “Drinking” from a bottle found in the river. Photo 6: Coyote jaw found.
Photos taken by J. Valentine.
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Revenge of the Lake Wales Ridge Sand Pits, February 8, 2020
On February 8, 2020, SEGS once again partnered with the University of South Florida
Geology Club and returned to Lake Wales to collect fulgurites. As usual, our very own Marc
Hurst planned and led the annual fulgurite hunting trip to the Lakes Wales Ridge Sand Pits
(with minor support from President Jennifer Coor and Vice President Jonathan Valentine).
This year the event had 94 attendees—including students, members, and children! The
mine’s owner, Gary Carnes, welcomed us to his sand mine with a brief history of the mine.
Mr. Hurst provided a quick briefing on safety and the Ridge's formation, participants were
released into Pit No. 7, where current and future geologists—fervent in their search of
fulgurites—could be observed imitating mountain goats along the sides of 40 foot tall mining
sand dunes. The field trip leaders walked around answering questions and herding goats. For
those who were not naturally lucky, the mine operators provided several stockpiles for easy
digging and collecting!
By the trip's closing at lunchtime, signaled in part by large numbers of languid students and
parched members aggregating by the vehicles and the stockpiles, it appeared that everyone
was happily going home with a nice collection of fulgurites. The most exciting part of the
this year’s trip was when we found an unusual formation mixed in the stockpiles with the
fulgurites. Some additional research by Mr. Hurst identified the “rock” as a ytong (see
article below for more information). After a fun and exciting day, the trip concluded with
lunch and refreshments at a local Mexican restaurant for those who were not too tired (or
driving back home).
The SEGS officers extend a huge THANK YOU to SEGS member Marc Hurst and mine
owner Gary Barnes for another great fulgurite hunting trip to the Lakes Wales Ridge Sand
Pits!
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The Cypresshead Formation, Lake Wales Sand Pit.
Photo 1: Group Shot, Photo 2: an amazing black fulgurite (found by J. Valentine), Photo 3: members searching for fulgurites
in stockpiles and mine walls. Photos taken by J. Coor and J. Valentine.
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Fake Rocks: Ytong
Article written by Marc Hurst, P.G., SEGS Member

A few years ago, the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) needed a key piece of
property. It was an unreclaimed, mined-out, borrow pit located adjacent to an interstate highway.
FDOT intended to back-fill the pit, and build a major clover-leafing interstate-highway
interchange. Relatively unbiased FDOT appraisers offered the landowners a couple of million
dollars for it. The landowners’ attorneys insisted the value was at least ten times that much. They
claimed that the property contained valuable undocumented reserves of unmined material.
FDOT hired Fountain and Associates. We quickly mobilized, drilled a couple of check holes, and
evaluated the old pit. During preparation the hearing, we were horrified to find that results from
our hastily-conducted two-hole drilling program were completely inconsistent with the drilling
records provided by the owners under subpoena. Cross-sections of horizontal sediments made
“Z” patterns when our drill logs were added to them.
Late in the night before he testified, Richard made an executive decision. He threw out
suspicious subpoenaed drilling records. David Brown and I hastily reworked our reserves
analysis, and presentation graphics, based solely on our two drill holes.
Richard’s direct examination by the FDOT’s attorneys was very straightforward. Although our
estimate of unmined reserves was somewhat larger than the FDOT expected, it was much smaller
than the landowners’ claim.
Richard’s cross-examination was more contentious. The opposing attorney began by asking
snide, belittling questions about the inadequacy of our minimal drilling program.
The intensity of his voice and the pace of his questions increased as he shifted his topic of
questioning to matters of accuracy. He motioned to a poster showing the locations of our two
drill holes, “Mr. Fountain, if the holes were drilled in different places, how much would your
conclusions change?”
Richard hesitated slightly before answering, “Well..., it depends how far.”
“How about 50 feet?”
Available records indicated that the local rocks were flat-lying, and very evenly-layered. “No
significant difference,” Richard replied.
The attorney seemed to be encouraged by the response. “How about 100 feet?”
Richard hesitated. One-hundred feet could change our results in small, but potentially significant
ways. He considered how to frame his response.
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The witness’ long pause upset the attorney’s timing; so he quickly skipped to the next question,
to avoid interupting his rhythm. “How about 1,000 feet?”
With no hesitation Richard replied, “Yes, that might significantly change our conclusions.”
Like a Florida Panther, the attorney gleefully pounced upon his prey, “Mr. Fountain, what if I
told you that those drilling records we gave you were from an entirely different property, say ten
miles away?”
There was a long silence in the courtroom. The Hearing Officer was more stunned than anyone
else. He was incredulous; but when he regained his composure, he questioned the attorney
directly, “Did you knowingly provide false documents under subpoena?”
The attorney grinned broadly. Clearly, he had rehearsed his reply for the moment. “Your Honor, I
was simply testing the expert…”
Testimony was cut short. The hearing’s conclusion was expedited. Richard testified that our
conclusions were valid because we ignored the false data; but the Hearing Officer disregarded
the experts. The price was settled at FDOT’s original offer.
Beware of fake rocks.
YTONG
[Information obtained from YTONG promotional literature, circa 1994]

Trucks and trains litter mines, railroads, and highways with rocks and other materials from every
business they visit. During our last SEGS Fieldtrip to Pit-7, several samples of odd or suspicious
materials were collected. Some were identified immediately as foreign materials from out-ofstate deposits of igneous or metamorphic rocks. At least three man-made materials were found,
too, including concrete blocks, concrete tiles, and a much-less-common fake rock called
“YTONG.”
YTONG (pronounced "E-tong," like "E-mail”) was developed and patented in 1924 by Swedish
architect Johan Axel Eriksson. He named it after the place where he developed it, “Yxhult,” and
the Swedish word for concrete, “betong.” YTONG is a very innovative, fire-resistant, lightweight, and thermally-insulating building material. Typically, it is manufactured into blocks and
sheets, some with complex tongue and groove structures, for construction of buildings.
There are several related recipes for manufacturing YTONG. Raw materials, including quartz,
lime, and water, are mixed into a paste and molded into very large “cakes.” The cakes are sliced
into sheets and blocks of various sizes. Then the slices are steam-cured under pressure, in an
autoclave, for 10 to 12 hours, at a temperature of 190 degrees C.
In the mid-1990’s a YTONG manufacturing facility was sited about a mile from Pit-7. Sadly,
although YTONG is a modern miracle, it never became popular with our local Florida builders.
The plant went out of business within a few years. YTONG is rarely found in the United States,
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except in a few buildings in the Haines City area that were constructed from it, and occasional
scraps like those we found at Pit-7.

Photo: Ytong found in Calhoun Mine Pit No. 7. (Pen for scale) Photo taken by M. Hurst.

Member Contributed Article: Höhlenperlen, “Cave Pearls”
Article written by Hans Zimmermann, SEGS Member

I have been a passionate sand collector since 1994. At the moment my sand collection contains
about 7,500 sand samples collected from beaches, lakes, rivers, deserts, or anywhere else one can
find sand. Over the years I have developed an interest in geology and minerals, because one
wants to know where the sands come from and what they consist of. A microscope (or hand
lens), personal collecting experiences, and friendships with other sand collectors and geologists
are irreplaceable.
I have a special preference for black, magnetic or heavy mineral sands. I am also interested in
sands with minerals (garnet, olivine, magnetite, hematite, glauconite etc.) or foraminifers in
them. I also like sands from special places, where not the content but the place where the sand
was found is the main focus.
Sand consists of irregular shaped grains, with a grain size of 0.063 - 2 millimeters. But many
sands contain components that are outside the size designation, e.g. shell and coral breakage,
snails, foraminifers, ooids (found in only a few places in the world), or gravel, which often make
sand interesting. It is the components of a sand that gives clues as to where it was found, or the
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regional geology. And this leads to a mixture of the passion for sand and geology, which
basically belong inseparably together.
In Germany there is a sand association of which I am a member. Every year there is an
International Sand Meeting, where we collect sand together at special places and exchange sand.
At each event, a special sand is featured; in 2016 "cave pearls" were featured, collected from
quarry Painten (Fa. Rygol). I am of course very happy to have this special ooid "sand" in my
collection.
Pearls in stalactite caves
At the end of May 2012 there was a huge amount of cave pearls in the northwest part of the
quarry. They had a size of 0.5 mm to 6 mm in diameter, mostly around 3 mm. They certainly
came from a collapsed karst cave, but nothing more was visible at the time of the inspection.
According to a personal report from a local researcher, there was a similar occurrence in the
southern part of the quarry in 2011. All cave pearls show the characteristic shrinkage cracks. The
coloration is either an ivory like matt white or a more transparent beige with a tinge of pink or
yellowish.

Photo: Cave pearls. Photograph by M. Dietrich, Germany.

Cave pearls are pearls created naturally and are a special form of stalactite. The mineral material
of which cave pearls are made is the same as that of stalagmites (growing from the floor towards
the ceiling of the cave) and stalactites (growing down from the ceiling of the cave). Namely, it is
aragonite, sometimes also calcite, i.e. minerals containing calcium carbonate or lime.
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Cave pearls are a form of speleothems, i.e. a mineral excretion or deposit that has been formed in
a cave or mine. The size of cave pearls varies considerably. Specimens of very small size are
known - barely larger than the head of a pin, and those that are comparable in size to birds' eggs.
The variety of shapes of cave pearls is equally variable. Just like shell pearls, cave pearls can be
perfectly spherical, but also distorted in shape.
In terms of color, pearls made from shells outperform cave pearls. While freshwater and
seawater pearls come in numerous "bright" colors, the color of cave pearls is primarily white,
light gray or beige, whereby the color of cave pearls also has an additional influence on the
luster. There are cave pearls which are polished or shimmer like smooth, others are matt shiny
and roughened.
Origin of Cave Pearls
The principle of the formation of cave pearls is similar to that of a hailstone: around a
crystallization core, water freezing to ice is deposited layer by layer. The necessary conditions
for growth are therefore a core around which the crystallizing dripping water can accumulate
layer by layer. Furthermore, a recess in which the crystallization cores are located is
indispensable. If the grains of sand were to lie on flat surfaces, they could easily be washed
away. If drop by drop drops fall on the grain, the first aragonite crystals slowly grow around it.
With each drop the small beads become larger.
The fact that the dripping water does not become a stalactite column but a pearl can be explained
by the movement of the small pearl. The crystallization core is initially so light that it can jump
up and down. This results in a rotational movement, which ensures that the pearl sinters evenly.
Above a certain size, the saltation is restricted, which is why unshaped pearls emerge. In the
extreme case, it can happen that the beads are cemented together by the steadily progressing
sintering process and appear as a rigid, coherent so-called bird's nest. The process of creating a
cave pearl can last from a few months to several decades.
For additional information:
https://www.steine-und-minerale.de/artikel.php?topic=4 HYPERLINK "https://www.steine-undminerale.de/artikel.php?topic=4&ID=307"& HYPERLINK "https://www.steine-undminerale.de/artikel.php?topic=4&ID=307"ID=307
https://www.mineralienatlas.de/lexikon/index.php/H%C3%B6hlenperle?lang=de

http://www.goodearthgraphics.com/virtcave/virtcave.html

SEGS Social Media
The Facebook page is listed under Southeastern Geological Society, rather than SEGS. Anyone
that “likes” the page can make posts, add photos, etc. So please POST to the SEGS Facebook
Page and add some stories of photos from field trips and show everyone how great SEGS is!
Jonathan Valentine (Vice President) created our page, so please contact him if you have any
questions or suggestions about our new page on Facebook.
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Please reach out to either Jennifer Coor (President) or Cortney Cameron (Treasurer) for more
information about contacting members in your area. We have uploaded our 2019 membership
map to the “About” tab on the webpage. (https://segs.org/about/) The SEGS officers encourage
you to contact and interact with other members.
SEGS has adopted using PayPal and a secure electronic registration process on the webpage in
order to make membership registration/fees, field trip registration/fees, and making donations to
SEGS for the student research/field work grant.
SEGS 2020 Student Research/Field Work Grant Award Opportunity
UPDATE: APPLICATION DEADLINE EXTENDED UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30, 2020
The Southeastern Geological Society (SEGS) is pleased to announce a competition for student
research/field work grant awards. The purpose of the awards is to promote greater understanding
of Southeastern U.S. geology through student research and/or field work. Grants are available on
an application merit basis to any student, undergraduate or graduate, enrolled at any accredited
University or College in Florida, Georgia, or Alabama.
For its 2020 grant, SEGS has allocated grant awards of $1,000 for one undergraduate student
applicant and $2,000 for one graduate student applicant. However, at its sole discretion, the
Executive Committee may extend reduced awards to outstanding runners-up. Awards are
targeted for expenditures such as (but not limited to) field work, research travel, laboratory
analyses, and research materials; they are not intended to fund indirect/overhead costs or wages.
Applications must be postmarked on or before the deadline of September 30, 2020 and be sent
to the Awards Chairman at the below address. Applications will be reviewed by the SEGS Grant
Awards Committee and judged based on the following criteria: 1) merit of proposed
research/field work, 2) clarity of expression, and 3) strength of recommendation letter from a
college faculty sponsor. All applicants meeting requirements will be acknowledged by email and
provided one free year of SEGS membership (up to a $60 value). Following SEGS Executive
Committee approval, awardee(s) will be notified, identified on our SEGS website, and sent
check(s) by December 31, 2020.
It is expected that, during or after completion, awardee(s) will present their research/field work
in the form of: 1) a brief article to be published in an SEGS Newsletter or Guidebook and/or 2) a
presentation at an SEGS meeting. In the event of the latter, the student’s pre-approved travel
expenses to the meeting, e.g., flight, rental car or mileage, meals, and lodging, shall be
reimbursed, and associated field trip fee waived by the SEGS, up to a $400 value.
Application Requirements:
The application is intended to be brief; thus, items 1 through 4 below (combined) are limited to
two pages (minimum 12-point font). Item 5 is sponsor preference. The application must include:
1. title of research project and/or field work;
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2. name, address, email, and phone number of applicant;
3. current college status (where enrolled, major/degree program, GPA, and anticipated
graduation date);
4. research and/or field work description, including why it is interesting or important, and
how, when, and where the work will take place; graduate student applicants are strongly
encouraged to include a budget indicating how the award is intended to be spent; and
5. a reference letter from a faculty sponsor who vouches for applicant qualifications and
interest or importance of the work.

AAPG and GCAGS Updates
The mid-year GCAGS Board of Directors was held virtually on June 4, 2020. The meeting
minutes will be posted on the SEGS website once they are released (https://segs.org/links/). The
items discussed included: the finance report, an update on the ongoing 2020 convention, and
committee reports from the organizations within GCAGS.
Jennifer Coor (president) has been selected to be the AAPG Board of Delegates for SEGS
(https://www.aapg.org/about/aapg/leadership/house-of-delegates-hod). The Delegates play a vital
role in Association affairs; the House is responsible for maintaining AAPG’s bylaws and
delegates represent their local society’s voice by voting on proposed amendments to the bylaws.
Delegates are the first point of contact for members to share their concerns, interest and ideas to
help AAPG be indispensable to all geoscientists. Delegates also help with recruitment, retention
and outreach and we want to ensure full representation throughout the societies. The term is 3
years, and runs from July 1, 2020 to June 30, 2023.
If you would like more information on GCAGS, or AAPG, please contact SEGS President
Jennifer Coor.

GeoGulf 2020 Lafayette
REGISTER NOW FOR PHYSICAL AND VIRTUAL GEOGULF 2020!
70th GCAGS/GCSSEPM Convention and Exposition
Sept. 30–Oct. 2, 2020 • Lafayette, Louisiana
Hosted by the Lafayette, Baton Rouge, and New Orleans Geological Societies
Reminder that GeoGulf 2020 registration is open. We are now offering Virtual GeoGulf 2020
registration so those unable to physically attend can watch our live sessions during the convention and
recordings on-demand through Dec. 31, 2020. (Physical attendees do receive the Virtual benefits too.)
We are expanding our technical program beyond solely live presentations to now include pre-recorded
presentations (20-60 min) for on-demand access on our website. Virtual GeoGulf 2020 registration
does NOT include the AAPG match, but those registering for AAPG do receive a one half-day live
session feed from us with remaining program content in on-demand format post-convention through
AAPGs portal.
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Please visit www.geogulf.org for more information.

The Southeastern Geological Society (SEGS) is a non-profit group of avocational and professional
geologists dedicated to advancement of the geological sciences.
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